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Introduction 

 

 Catch the Next (CTN) is an organization dedicated to college faculty and students in Texas 

for the purposes of closing equity and achievement gaps. Because the concentrated goal of CTN 

had always been to empower students to achieve their academic goals, build leadership skills and 

produce returning mentors, a corollary inverse would be applied to CTN faculty to increase their 

academic goals through publishing academic platforms and mentor other faculty and replicate the 

success. Having a publishing network for faculty and staff was one dream from a 2012 

convergence of ideas. CTN expanded their academic goals and gained support from the Texas 

Higher Education Coordinating Board along with support from the Meadows Foundation, Greater 

Texas Foundation, , and the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy at the University of 

Texas at Austin.  

 CTN is perhaps the only non-profit organization with faculty support systems to encourage 

the development of active writing practitioners within the cadre of community college higher 

education. Its closest ally is NISOD (National Institute for Staff and Organizational Development) 

housed at the University of Texas at Austin. Both NISOD and CTN work cohesively to promote 

and support faculty, staff, and administrators in their quest for learning and pedagogical 

excellence.   

 With the continuing publication of The Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy, we hope to further 

support the development of our faculty as writers and scholar-practitioners. Faculty members 

mentor other instructors and expand their academic goals through encouraging, assisting, editing, 

and promoting ideas through the creation of an in-house journal dedicated to the mission of our 

organization. With academic support and teamwork, a viable, eclectic journal was created for all 

stakeholders. Our first issue was a rousing success with articles and reviews, showcasing Catch 

the Next pedagogy and divergent ideas.  

This Spring 2022 issue of The Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy is a culmination of those 

ideas with a focus on culturally relevant literature from writing practitioners.  It continues the 

tradition and efforts made by CTN members, who believe in their mission and continue to 

demonstrate how best-practices and new pedagogical strategies keep Catch the Next a vibrant 

student-success organization.   

In this issue, the Co-Editors, Rafael Castillo and Erin Doran, are proud to showcase the 

fine work of new writing practitioners who are part of the effort to give an academic voice to 
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faculty members in two-year community colleges.  Leading the list are Lillian Huerta, Anne 

Fletcher, Yon Hui Bell, and Erin Doran.  

Lillian Huerta is experienced in Middle Eastern cultures, teaches for Austin Community 

College, and is a faculty fellow for the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies at the 

University of Notre Dame. Her essay is an illuminating journey of self-discovery and applied 

pedagogy. She brings a wide cultural breadth in her many travels to both Europe and the Middle 

East and is devoted to expanding knowledge in community college studies.  

 Anne Fletcher, also at Austin Community College, is clearly an advocate for students as 

she has a vast amount of knowledge on working pedagogy and the actual functioning of cariño, 

familia and respeto, the triage mantra that is a marker for successful interaction among both faculty 

and students. Her illuminating essay is a testimony to practical applications with committed faculty 

and are closely aligned to successful strategies. We also encourage readers to see Anne’s feature 

in a PBS Newshour story that aired in May 2021, showcasing Anne’s dedication to her students.  

 Yon Hui Bell, an instructor at San Antonio College, reflects on her journey as an 

“accidental educator.” Yon Hui’s contribution developed as part of her participation in the 

professional development credits CTN has arranged with the University of Texas at Austin, so our 

faculty members can receive graduate-level credit for their ongoing development activities. 

 Erin Doran, gives readers insight on how faculty become CTN partners through 

synchronicity and what attracts them to the innovations of a program that connects with 

community, students, and faculty with a vision of promoting a students-first philosophy. 

  We are also introducing our Poetry Editor, Fernando Esteban Flores, a veteran English 

teacher with over 35 years of education. In addition to being a poet in the school programs, he is 

an award-winning faculty member and founder of Voces Cósmicas, a monthly workshop for new 

and established poets in Texas. He was responsible for selecting the poetry contents in the journal.  

 Included in this issue are book review contributors, Margo Moreno and Matilda Staudt, 

both faculty with the Alamo Colleges District in San Antonio, Texas. 
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It has been a little while since the last issue of the Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy appeared. 

The global pandemic has challenged our faculty in unprecedented ways. Despite these obstacles, 

they have contributed to our journal and demonstrated their commitment to their students and to 

the mission of CTN. And for that, we are eternally grateful for the chance to learn from them.  

 

Co-Editors 

Rafael Castillo, Ph.D. 

Erin Doran, Ed.D. 
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 Culturally Responsive Journey of Teaching and Learning 

By Lillian Huerta, Ph.D. 

Learning was ingrained in my formative years when my parents instilled a passion toward 

reading and thinking independently. I’m a first-generation college graduate. But realistically, I 

give credit to my mother, Lina, who returned to school decades after being a full-time parent. She 

became a nurse. Like my formative professors at the University of Texas at San Antonio, my 

mother was there to support and guide me whenever I reached an academic impasse.  

Undergraduate Years 

Although my undergraduate degree is in sociology, I double-majored in Criminal Justice 

because I wanted to become either a DEA or FBI agent. I drew inspiration from the palpable 

violence I witnessed growing up in my neighborhood.  Moving around frequently, we lived in the 

roughest neighborhoods of South-Central Los Angeles and the Bronx in New York City. I saw 

how drugs and alcohol, gang violence, and prostitution destroyed families and neighborhoods. I 

even lost childhood friends to substance abuse and a faulty prison system.  I soon realized that 

education and the eradication of systemic racism were vital for direct change.  

And so, my interests shifted, and I pivoted to ethnic studies and education, with an 

emphasis on its sociological foundations. I did an internship, in 1995, at the Hispanic Research 

Center at the University of Texas at San Antonio with Dr. Avelardo Valdez, Program Director, 

studying the impact of drugs, alcohol abuse, gang violence and human trafficking. I attended 

summer school after graduation because research studies indicated that people stagnate 

intellectually if they do not pursue graduate studies after their bachelors. And so, I took the plunge. 

I made applications to numerous graduate programs and got acceptance letters from City 

University of New York (CUNY) and University of Notre Dame. But the fates pulled me into 

another direction. My mother got ill. Being an only child, I interrupted my studies to care for her. 

When she asked about continuing my studies, I never told her about the acceptance letters from 

New York or Indiana because she would have insisted I continue my journey. I just couldn’t leave 

her behind.    

In my undergraduate years, I ran for student president of a Latino-focus group. During that 

year, I was elected President of MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan), whose 

moniker translates to torch or colloquially match. Members were phosphorous-fused matches 
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tipped with ideas, thinking, and action. The organization was teeming with compassionate 

members ready to speak out against inequity and inequality, participating in Cesar Chavez 

marches, and assisting other Latinos alienated by the cold, distant atmosphere of academic life.     

Faculty Mentors 

One of the UTSA faculty sponsors who I admired was Professor Ellen Riojas Clark. She 

was an inspiring woman of color with unbelievable energy who invited students to her annual 

tamalada at her home during Christmas time. She mentored students through familial relationships 

adding mija and familia concepts recognizable in the Catch the Next’s Ascender program. In fact, 

Professor Riojas-Clark exemplified the paragon of familia and empowerment.   

But it was Professor Javier Tapia, who piqued my interest in critical race theory. Through 

independent reading, I dug deeper into its history.  According to proponents of critical race theory, 

the analytical lens sees American society through X-ray eyes revealing the foundational 

undergirding apparatus of American racist ideology (Delgado & Stefancic, 2012). Since 1619, 

when the first slave ships landed in the United States, the American enterprise supported property 

rights for the dominant group while steeped in human trafficking. The laws structured within the 

American republic were umbilically linked to slavery, and race became a de-facto caste system 

that required exposure and resistance through seminars, outright defiance of immortal laws, and 

de-regulation of systemic institutionalized racism in public housing, in debt contracts, 

incarceration laws, and even segregated school systems.     

A good example of critical race theory is the Pulitzer-prize-winning document published 

in The New York Times Magazine’s 1619 Project (2019), which shows how pervasive the after-

effects of slavery have been in this nation’s founding; in addition, filmmaker Ava DuVernay’s 

2016 documentary 13th whose subtitle, “From slave to criminal in one amendment,” clearly 

explains the “exception clause” which outlawed slavery with a caveat “except as a punishment for 

crime whereof the party shall be duly convicted” legally converting race-based slavery into race-

based incarceration.1 

Their influential teaching style and philosophy transferred over to my pedagogy because 

my philosophy reflected their pedagogy that students leave my class feeling empowered. That 

empowerment varied from student to student. I taught them how to critically read, how to write 

                                                      
1 See Len Gutkin (2021) “The Review: Cornel West quits Harvard; the 13th Amendment.” The Chronicle of Higher 

Education. March 8, 2021. www.chronicle.com/newsletter/Chroniclereview/2021-03-08.  

http://www.chronicle.com/newsletter/Chroniclereview/2021-03-08
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reflectively, and how to use practical time-management skills. In addition, I wanted them to leave 

my class with community involvement experience, which is the reason I engage students in 

service-learning.  Students who discover themselves as learners benefit because their communities 

learn valuable skills about their academic journey and, in turn, about their careers. When I see 

students complete the course successfully and genuinely transform themselves in the process, I 

know I’m on the right trajectory. The guiding principles of Catch the Next’s Ascender Program 

align closely with my philosophy of helping students gain belief in themselves, acquire confidence 

in the process, and return as potential change agents.  

Student Development 

Currently, I teach in two different academic areas, so I will begin with Student 

Development. The EDUC 1300 course is obligatory for all students in their Freshmen year or have 

fewer baseline college credits. In this course, students learn notetaking, reading, writing, test-

taking strategies, diversity, learning styles, time management, research skills, and careers. This 

course allows students to gain awareness and skills essential for college success. Some students 

may require additional prodding or assistance because students come in all levels of preparation. 

While I strive to cover all the topics, I will usually work with students outside of class to help them 

comprehend areas that require extra assistance. I do not want students to feel as though we just 

crammed everything into 16-weeks. Because of this, I strive for that one-on-one support.  

In my humanities classes, I teach courses that cover Prehistory to Renaissance, Renaissance 

to Present, Introduction to Mexican American Studies and Mexican American Fine Arts 

Appreciation. Unlike the EDUC 1300 course, which is geared toward students who are beginning 

their college careers, students taking humanities courses are usually in their second semester. The 

underlying assumption is that students in humanities courses are ready to think critically, write 

competently, and do research using prescribed documentation protocols. But not all classes are 

ideal. I have learned that developmental students require more time teaching certain skills before 

the actual content is explored during the first few weeks. One cannot have an engaged classroom 

of invested students if the skills do not match the content level. Rather than merely sending them 

to the learning center for tutoring, I endeavor to elaborate difficult learning modes with easy-to-

understand concepts that accommodate for faster learning. Skill and practice are the dual methods 

for facilitating difficult concepts into easy-to-grasp methods. I do not necessarily ignore certain 

teaching units, because I have allotted time to the curriculum to review college skills.  
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Liberated by Pedagogy 

Interesting books I have read, since undergraduate school, are Paulo Freire’s Pedagogy of 

the Oppressed (1970), Language, Culture, and Teaching Critical Perspectives (2010) by Sonia 

Nieto, and books by Antonia Darder and Henry Giroux. These scholars have influenced my 

teaching philosophy and given me my crusade to provide an equitable college experience for 

students from different backgrounds.  

One such equitable college experience occurred in my humanities course while I covered 

a short unit on the Ottoman Empire.  My students were ECHS/Dual Credit students, and the topic 

generated much discussion and comparative interest. They had never heard of the Ottoman Empire 

and were fascinated by different Sultans. But what captured the most interest was the love story 

between Suleiman the Magnificent and his one-time concubine turned wife, Hurrem. Suleiman is 

considerably one of the most successful Ottoman sultans. His bold campaigns expanded the empire 

between 1520 to 1566 and increased learning in the areas of law, literature, architecture and art.  

But the early Romantics truly were amazed at the love correspondence between Suleiman and his 

wife, Hurrem. The letters are deemed poetry because the language is exquisite and metaphorical. 

I read one letter from Hurrem aloud to class; it read, “I console myself with these memories in 

your absence. I am low when you are away. No one can ease my pain,” She had written it in 1526, 

and Hurrem sent her clothes soaked in tears with one of the letters. Suleiman the Magnificent was 

so enamored and captivated that he broke all traditions and made Hurrem his legal wife. 

 Next, I encouraged them to experience and visualize the time period. To do this, I played 

early Turkish music and read period correspondence between Sultan and Hurrem. I even brought 

Turkish delights to class as this was considered Sultan Suleiman’s favorite sweet. I shared personal 

photos when I lived in Istanbul, Turkey and elaborated about my fascination with Islamic, Middle 

Eastern and Persian culture. Although I grew up poverty-stricken and yearned to travel to these 

places, it was until much later that I began to travel. My husband owned a touring company in 

Turkey and that was how we met.  His wedding gift was taking me to visit Russia, Greece, Iran, 

Bulgaria, Georgia, Romania and Azerbaijan. Unfortunately, many students had never traveled 

outside of the city much less abroad, and they were excited to gain vicarious insights into the 

Turkish culture. Bringing the humanity of world cultures to my students is my passion.   
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Cultural Equity and Responsive Teaching 

As a life-long learner, I’ve had every opportunity to empower my students and myself as 

an educator. At Austin Community College, I’m involved in several faculty interest groups (FIGS), 

which have different foci. One is diverse religions, while the other is online education. Two others 

are culturally responsive pedagogy, and the last one focuses on equity.  The culturally responsive 

teaching and the equity group line up with the same ideas and practices I learned in my graduate 

studies in Bicultural Studies at UTSA. I found it exhilarating to revisit the works of Luis Moll, 

Sonia Nieto and others. The concepts and ideas also align with my Ascender training. The Catch 

the Next Institutes, with the accompanying workshops, have offered an outstanding opportunity to 

sharpen my intellectual acuity and gain insight into new validation approaches (Castillo 2020). 

  The whole concept of creating a familia with students, building upon their cultural capital 

and learning to recognize one’s own biases, is transformational. Because I was educated by a 

system that has been historically oppressive to women and members of marginalized communities, 

I need to always remember this: while I may have graduate degrees and training in cultural studies 

and am a member of a marginalized group, it does not mean that I’m free from biases.  

The CTN Ascender Moment 

I want to share a story on how equity and CTN Ascender training had a transformational 

impact on my teaching.  Catch the Next has been invaluable because of its ongoing seminars and 

institutes where engaged faculty learn cutting edge pedagogy.  Webinars and readings available 

through CTN have broaden my understanding of critical cultural theory.  

In one of my CTN courses, the majority of my students—with the exception of two—were 

English as a second-language learners. They were asked to provide a presentation on art 

contributions by Mexican American culture. Everything was going great. Students were excited 

with their learning, asking questions and engaged in the research process. But when it came time 

for their presentation, my students were having difficulties.  You would have thought they had no 

clue about their topic. I kept thinking what happened? Just a couple of weeks ago they were 

engaged and confident. Then it clicked. In our educational system, we are always asked to do 

everything in English. Consequently, for our second presentation, I offered the students the option 

to present in Spanish or Spanglish. I even have on English speaker with no knowledge of Spanish 

and another whose first language is Urdu.  
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Urdu is part of the Indo-Aryan language spoken in South Asia. It is the official national 

language and lingua franca of Pakistan and second in India, according to world languages.  

My students felt more comfortable giving their presentation in Spanish and translating to 

those students. In the end, everybody got through the presentations flawlessly, and my two students 

learned some Spanish phrases.  Students were excited to hear the presentation by the Urdu speaker 

because it provided highlights of the culture and its language structure. This was truly a 

transformational moment for my students and myself.  

My predominately Spanish-speaking students felt proud and included.  It was truly an 

equitable learning environment. In short, it provided a way to build on students’ skills and cultural 

capital. It also allowed them opportunities to apply the skills they already possessed. By the same 

token, providing equity to others means being inclusive instead of exclusive. My two non-Spanish 

speaking students expressed that they felt incorporated in the culture.  

Challenges arise in all of my classes.  One case is unforgettable. Many years ago, I was 

teaching a course that did not have a set curriculum. I had this great idea of empowering my 

students by allowing them to pull any issues from their readings they would like to discuss during 

the next class meeting. I envisioned students sitting in a circle and engaged in intellectual 

discourse, but it did not go as planned. My students were in shock that they had to not only read 

the material but actually critically analyze what they had read. I quickly changed the schedule and 

said we are going to spend the next three weeks learning reading strategies and learning to critically 

analyze and write.  

Teaching on Zoom During the Pandemic 

 One of my favorite teaching assignments was disrupted when Covid-19 wreaked havoc on 

global markets. I could not require students to do service-learning projects. Alternative methods 

were activated to bond with my students. I decided to host a “Virtual Trivia” via Zoom once a 

month. Our virtual trivia covers topics that students find fun and exciting. Students had options to 

become host themselves as they are more creative than I am.  

We meet twice for 15 minutes during the semester. It is all part of a journal assignment. I 

know these strategies are working because students begin to come to class, submit their work and 

are engaged. Most important, they are motivated to seek the tutoring when necessary.  One of the 

topics was critical thinking.  One of the first steps is identifying what critical thinking is, why it is 

important to learn this skill, and how this skill will affect them academically and professionally.  
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Pedagogically, students need to see the value of your teaching lesson, and how it intersects in their 

lives. With the consent of participating instructors, I assigned them an e-mail of a professor from 

their chosen career field. Students were asked to contact assigned professors and find out how 

critical thinking is applied in particular career field. I was fortunate to work with colleagues from 

ACC college who represented different academic areas and were willing to participate in my 

students’ inquiries.  

The second step was reporting what they had learned. One comment made by a former 

student that stood from the rest: “I always thought critical-thinking was just something professors 

do, or it was part of their job or only smart students do. I never knew that questioning and 

answering and re-questioning made things clearer and more understandable. I always thought 

critical thinking was something you learned about in an Ethics or Logic or Philosophy courses. I 

never knew how important the skill was, especially for work. I never realized I would need this 

skill to be an effective nurse…”  The statement confirmed my belief that many students do not 

make that connection between critical-thinking and their career fields. Many students think it is 

limited to philosophy classes or that only “smart students” are capable of critical thinking.  

The third step was to have students work in groups and practice critical analysis by 

analyzing news headlines within the context of the articles. They examined headlines, looked for 

hidden biases in the wording of the pieces, and discussed what information was left out and which 

required additional thinking. They used their phones to complete this activity. I gave them a 

handout on practicing critical thinking. A sample of the handout looks like this: 

Summarize the headline that you are reading about with the context of the story.  

a. Describe in two to three sentences what the story is about 

i. Answer the who,  

ii. what, where, why,  

iii. & how 

b. Is there bias in this story? How is it demonstrated?   

c. Why or why not? 

d. Who is writing the story? Who is it directed to? 

This activity requires a couple of weeks until students comprehend the practice of critical 

thinking. When it comes time to engaging in the research section of the course, my students read 

closely through the articles. This is done every semester in every class. Students need to constantly 
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review the skills of critical thinking, reading, and writing. In addition, if we want to promote equity 

in our classes and practice culturally responsive teaching, our learners need to move from 

dependent to independent learners (Hammond 2015).   

Afterthoughts 

Although I do not teach specific critical approaches, my overarching approach uses an 

eclectic system stemming from divergent critical approaches. All students—despite their culture, 

religion, racial, gender, sexual orientation, social economic status, age—deserve a quality and 

inclusive educational experience.  Because of this, I see my students as acquiring knowledge to 

make a difference in their lives, their family’s lives and the rest of the world. Students respond 

positively to that approach because each one knows that knowledge is a cognitive understanding 

of the world.  On a professional level, I hope to expand my role as an educator to serve as a CTN 

mentor to fellow faculty members. 
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Reflections on Catch the Next’s Ascender Program 

 

By Anne Fletcher 

 

Being part of the Catch the Next Ascender Program has always been a pedagogical fit for 

me because all students have the capacity to learn. It is up to the teacher to find out how students 

learn best and how to adapt to help them become successful learners. I am not certain when the 

origins of this pedagogy evolved, but I am sure that adjusting our teaching styles and establishing 

a learning environment can make students become lifelong learners. 

How does one accomplish this? One of the best ways is to intervene and reach out to 

students to find out what is interfering in their learning.  In my years, I’ve learned that it’s often a 

matter of them being over-extended with work and family obligations. Often, it is because students 

are embarrassed about asking for help. I remember having one student at Austin Community 

College-Hays campus who had asked for help during high school and confronted with a stern look 

that turned him off to ever asking for help again. When I reached out to him several times, the 

student finally came back to me, and we worked with a counselor to help him overcome his fear.   

Many of my students come from working-class backgrounds and are first-generation 

college students. Some come from extended-family households, while others come from single-

parent homes. When I see them, I am reminded of my humble beginnings. My father died when I 

was a child, but he attended high school in America and then joined the New York National Guard. 

His unit was called up in WWII, and he lost his life in the Battle of the Bulge. I was about two 

years old, living with my mother and my elderly grandparents. My mother was an Irish immigrant, 

from County Mayo, (the daughter of a poor farmer and his wife), who came to America after she 

completed sixth grade in a one-room schoolhouse. She was one of thirteen children. She often told 

me that my relatives came in stages, with my grandparents, in steerage, across the Atlantic and 

ended up at Ellis Island. The oldest boys came first, worked at menial jobs, and then sent money 

for the rest of the family to come. Like many early immigrants, she was a hard worker. First, she 

worked as a maid cleaning wealthy people’s houses in Brooklyn, NY while attending night school 

to get her high school diploma. When she graduated, she went to the Kings County Nursing School 

at a nearby hospital to get her RN (registered nurse) degree. Later, when I was in high school and 

college, she went back and got her Bachelor of Science’s degree from Brooklyn College, part of 

the City University of New York system.  
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Early Beginnings 

Most of my teachers throughout my whole life encouraged me to want to be a teacher. One 

particular person stands out in my recollection: my sixth-grade teacher, Sister Luvinus, who was 

very strict. She was a no-nonsense pedagogue who was very demanding with high expectations 

for us. She had us outline all our textbook chapters and take notes, underlining them, using red and 

blue pencils. She drilled us on facts every day. Thanks to her prodding, I won an essay contest in 

the Diocese of Brooklyn the year I had her. My English teacher in high school also believed I had 

potential and told me so. I flourished under her and went on to become co-editor of the newspaper 

and yearbook. She sent me to Catholic University of America to study journalism in my junior 

year, and I won a NY State Regents scholarship. All this was because of my high school English 

teacher who had confidence in me even though I was not a studious person in high school.  

Subjects that required reading and writing I performed well, but mathematics was not one 

of them. In fact, I’m reminded of that ACC Hays campus student because I also received a stern 

look from my high school math teacher when I asked for assistance. I guess the old stereotype 

against females and mathematics was prevalent at the time. Being an adamant learner, I found a 

copy of the NY State Regents prep tests and taught myself algebra. In college, Dr. Kathleen 

McGrory, an English professor and scholar at Good Counsel College in White Plains, New York, 

stands out the most. She inspired me. She was compassionate and took a personal interest in every 

student. In addition, she was a talented writer who had published researched articles yet wasn’t the 

least bit ostentatious or pretentious. Like Sister Luvinus, she also had high expectations, and spent 

hours working with her students to help them develop strong writing skills. Her short story seminar 

was taught in such a manner that I fell in love with the short story genre. 

Life after College 

  I had no difficulty finding a job in education. After graduating from Good Counsel College, 

I taught in Catholic schools in Hartsdale and the Bronx boroughs. While I was teaching in New 

York State, in the lower grades, I realized that there were many children who were struggling, so 

I decided I wanted to explore areas of graduate studies that centered around learning disabilities. 

At the time, there was a great deal of national interest in learning disabilities as a subject, and 

colleges were starting graduate programs. Fairfield University in Fairfield, Connecticut was a 

leader in childhood disabilities studies. I started their master’s program. The program had leaders 

such as Margaret Deignan and Jerome Schiller. When I graduated with my master’s degree from 
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Fairfield, I taught special education in Westport, Connecticut, where Claire Gold was department 

chairperson who later went on to become the Superintendent of Schools. We had children in grades 

1st-6th with various disabilities. Because of the tremendous demand for special education teachers, 

especially Learning Disabilities, the discipline became my major area of study.    

Gone to Texas and Austin Community College 

After freezing winters and shoveling snow, I moved to Texas and landed a position as an 

adult education instructor at one of the colleges in the Austin Community College District. My 

focus was teaching English, with an emphasis in writing, because of my experience teaching 

Language Arts in elementary and secondary schools, and the community college. From Adult 

Education, I moved to the Developmental Writing Department, which merged with the 

Developmental Reading. A year later, the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board dissolved 

Developmental Reading throughout the state and created Integrated Reading and Writing.  

Around 2015, I shared office space with Jennifer Hernandez at ACC Riverside Campus, 

who was teaching in Catch the Next’s Ascender program. She would tell me about the students 

and the curriculum. I grew interested and found out I needed additional graduate courses in order 

to qualify. So, I enrolled at Indiana University East online and completed the obligatory 20 credit 

hours for a certificate. Again, I focused on English Language Learners because I knew that would 

help me the most.  That certificate qualified me to teach Freshman English Composition 1301. At 

about same time, I met Dr. Maria Chavez, the CEO of Catch the Next, at a conference, and I 

expressed my interest in the program. She was sitting right behind me, and next to her was Dr. 

Anna Alaniz, who introduced me to Dr. Chavez.  Through Dr. Chavez, I learned about Dr. 

Armenta, VP of Academic Affairs at the ACC Hayes campus, where I was already teaching many 

of my courses. I still had to be accepted into the English Department, and they were only hiring 

for Dual Credit courses, so I needed to complete the training to qualify for the interview. A few 

semesters later, I got the interview and was hired. In 2018, I became eligible to teach Freshman 

Composition in the Ascender program because Laurie Bucholz, a CTN teacher in the program, 

had left thereby creating an opening. Dr. Armenta was instrumental for the seamless transition.  

He went above what college administrators normally do to help applicants. He was also influential 

in getting approval for teaching English Composition 1302.  He is one of the most wonderful 

college administrators I have ever known. He is still a mentor for the Ascender Program.   
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Teaching in the CTN Ascender Program 

When I began to prepare to teach the Ascender English Composition 1301, I was paired 

with Cesar Diaz, who had taught Freshman Composition 1301 for years, but he was inexperienced 

teaching INRW.  We helped each other. I attended his Tuesday and Thursday teaching sessions at 

Riverside to observe him. When I started to teach Freshman Composition 1302 for the Ascender 

students, I also visited Dr. Lydia C. de Baca’s class at Riverside. But then the Covid-19 pandemic 

struck in the middle of the semester, I was lucky to find a student who took notes for me and 

emailed them to me. These opportunities helped me to better align my teaching with Ascender 

program guidelines. 

Culturally Responsive Teaching 

I am currently reading and participating in a study book club on Culturally Responsive 

Teaching. This past 2020 semester, we read Children of the Land with other faculty members and 

Ascender program students. We also read and used Sergio Troncoso’s Crossing Borders (2011) as 

a teaching text for my students.  Since Troncoso was a CTN faculty mentor, I contacted him to 

send me a set of lessons he used at Yale University. He was a member of the Yale Writing Program. 

The readings encourage students to understand that they, too, have a story to tell. For Sergio’s 

assignments, the students read memoirs on very simple things; then, they wrote their own.  I also 

use Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s “The Danger of a Single Story” at the beginning of the semester. 

Some of the students are willing to do popcorn reading, but most are too embarrassed or too shy.  

In terms of literary theory—such as New Criticism—I use close reading strategies that 

allow students to read aloud with annotations, guided reading and assessment questions. In 

addition, I also use guided critical reading and thinking skills for writing in both English 1301 and 

1302. I think that questions drive an analysis. If students ask questions in their initial analytical 

process, they are reading to learn and to identify elements, and logically, they will find answers to 

their questions. I also have students look into any narrative movement where a story belongs to 

such as magical realism, or naturalism, or feminism, and Freudian; and, of course, the time and 

place where the story originated. Although I remember all the short stories I read in college, I may 

use them as examples when teaching literary elements, but I am mostly using more current works 

and stories by authors with more diverse backgrounds. 

At the moment, I have signed up for a special faculty group of English teachers led by Ted 

Hadzi-Antich, Jr., the chairperson of the Government Department and originator of the Great 
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Questions program at ACC. I attended his first session last summer, and, at that time, a group of 

English teachers and I expressed an interest in creating English Composition 1301 and 1302 with 

transformative readings where we would create questions for discussions. Students in the Great 

Questions program love those courses and discussions. We are looking at choosing some 

transformative texts to use in our English courses. I recommended Claude Steele’s Whistling 

Vivaldi, and Malcolm Gladwell’s Outliers for 1301, and 1984 and The Alchemist for 1302.  Ted 

mentioned Song of Solomon and East of Eden. It will take a while for us to decide. 

Catch the Next’s Ascender Program is a strong program with equally strong pedagogical 

philosophy that empowers students and instructors alike.  Now that Covid-19 is abating as more 

people are getting vaccinated, the future is becoming brighter for all of us.  

 

__________ 

 

Professor Anne Fletcher teaches English and is a member of Catch the Next’s Ascender Program 

at Austin Community College. 
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Intimations on An Accidental Education 

By Yon Hui Bell 

I have always called myself an accidental educator. The honest fact is that I did not become 

a teacher because I dreamt about being a teacher. Dreams about standing in front of a chalkboard 

smiling benevolently or leaping atop a desk passionately reciting poetry to rapt students have never 

been my dreams. Like many, I fell into teaching to earn a living.  

I teach co-requisite English courses, which means the state requires additional development 

courses before enrolling in credit-bearing ones. My students also tell me that they are accidental 

college students. Many have never imagined they would go to college, and no one expected them, 

either. Some struggled all through high school.  Others joined the military or the work force or had 

families. Many more do not even want to be in college, but they do not know what else to do—

and their parents push them to attend anyway. Accidental students. 

They have some ideas about the nature of college, which are, of course, broad. Many are 

often unsure about the unknown details taken for granted in higher education.  The unknowns 

about college are office hours and blue books, which are not terribly surprising, but piercingly 

visceral. One semester, I had a young female student ask me, shyly and sincerely, if she was 

allowed to be on campus on the days that she did not have class. Was she allowed to be on campus? 

My heart ached and always aches when I think of her question.  

From this juncture, students additionally bring with them misconceptions about learning, 

and equally disheartening is that faculty become powerless to act on or hold onto those 

misconceptions. But one consolation is the sage on the stage we all still carry with us, students 

and teachers alike. Perhaps this idea of the metaphorical sage has historical merit, but its relevance 

on community college campuses has its limitations. The democratic ideals of education require 

constant creation, continuous re-examination, and expansion of materials teachers use to create 

educational experiences. Norman Eng urges us to create every lesson through the lens of this 

accidental student, who might not necessarily know why they are in our classroom, what we are 

teaching, and how it applies to anything in their lives.  

We may still be sages, but students should be center stage.  

Sonya Armstrong of Texas State University provides another useful framework to re-

conceptualize our accidental academic relationship. In other fields, faculty understand that 

apprentices are new and are to be guided; they do not arrive knowledgeable about the intricacies 
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of their fields. We understand that apprentices actively work to learn; they do not just sit and take 

notes.  Like apprentices, college students—especially our accidental college students—come to us 

unsure of their goals. The concept of apprenticeship reminds us that we are not just focusing on 

delivering content but focusing on students and the work they are doing to learn the content.  

While many accidental students might not have known they would one day be in college, 

they are nonetheless extremely proud to be here. They understand the importance and prestige our 

society places on higher education, and they earnestly want to succeed. As an accidental educator, 

I am humbled every day by the responsibility of our role and honored to be a part of their 

educational apprenticeship.  I earnestly want them to succeed.  

Framework 

 Years ago, I used to begin my classes with a diagnostic reading and writing prompt about 

first impressions. We would read a short article, and then students would write about how we make 

first impressions, and whether they were important or not. Many believed first impressions weren’t 

always correct, but they agreed that first impressions were important. Similarly, like first 

impressions, the first week sets the framework for a class, and I dedicate it to establishing a 

professional, collaborative, exploratory learning environment. 

 I begin with the notion of professionalism because I worry that many students have not 

experienced a professional academic environment. Many INRW students come from underfunded 

and poorly staffed school systems, so their experience of school is not always the best. Many 

underfunded school systems have a high faculty turnover and larger-than-usual class sizes. Our 

first module focuses on education, and over the years my students have shared their sub-par 

experiences. Sometimes the fault lies with a string of substitute teachers or accidental teachers just 

making a paycheck; other times, the fault lies with the students themselves and their lack of interest 

and motivation, which they openly admit. But in the end, the fault lies with a flawed educational 

system in a society whose true values are often questionable.  

Professionalism has a tangible meaning in my ethos because it is done with integrity. 

Usually, I address this concept first to my classes because it is the overarching reason we are even 

together. I begin by showing them the learning triangle, and I explain what they will receive from 

me and what I will expect from them. I tell them that I sincerely love my subject and that this love 

has inspired me to study it and learn it relatively well. I also take the responsibility of my job 

seriously, and I can be irritatingly earnest at times, so they should expect that I will always be 
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prepared. In turn, I will expect them to at least respect its importance in their personal and 

professional lives. They must be responsible to their role in our educational community. This 

means they, too, must pledge to be engaged and prepared. This is our academic professional 

contract. 

 We then transition into an ice breaker to establish the collaborative aspect of the classroom 

environment. I have used different activities over the years, but my favorite is Getting-To-Know-

You Bingo because it requires students to move around and talk to several classmates. Icebreakers, 

as they are aptly named, break down the reservations most of us experience when we enter a new 

environment. More importantly, though, the right ice breaker may be used to acknowledge our 

diversity, and the importance of diversity in collaboration and life in general. Establishing diversity 

and collaboration allows us to discuss respectful communication and interaction and set guidelines 

to create safe spaces. True collaboration cannot occur until everyone feels safe to contribute.  

On day two, I review the syllabus with them. The course, I explain, is organized 

thematically to explore our personal lives within the objective world because true knowledge is 

gained through discovery. We progress from personal essays about educational experiences and 

social identities to research-based essays about self-selected social issues. Their final research 

project includes a personal manifesto and a profile of their profession that includes a historical 

overview and discussion of two challenges and two advances in their field. I support my students’ 

need for gainful employment, but it should include a sense of social engagement and responsibility. 

Most people who contribute meaningfully to a field or profession do so because they are personally 

connected and feel a sense of responsibility. This is what provides passion, insight, and 

perseverance. It is an enriching concept that will help them become conscious, reflective, lifelong 

learners and engaged citizens.  

Mike Wesch, a professor of cultural anthropology at Kansas State University, recommends 

that we begin our classes by focusing on our students, asking who they are and who they need to 

become, rather than focusing on content. I agree. I view my students as fellow travelers in this 

journey called life with whom my path has crossed, and I hope the encounter is fruitful.  

Revolutionary Love 

I have attended conferences where I have felt a bit removed, almost an invited guest but 

not a committed participant. Often the focus of the conference may be on institutional leadership 

which vaguely does not speak to me as strongly as one on literacy curriculum. Sometimes, though, 
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my degree of involvement will depend on the quality of information and depth of camaraderie in 

the room.  

My first CTN Ascender Conference was in Fall 2019, and as I sat at the round table in the 

Indigo Hotel conference room in San Antonio, Texas, I knew I was in the right place. The speakers 

were energetic and knowledgeable; the participants were interested and experienced. Moreover, 

one could sense the palpable love in the room. Of course, I am not referring to that stereotypical, 

syrupy Hallmark love, but a revolutionary love Brazilian educator Paolo Freire tells us is essential 

for a critical, liberatory education. 

To discuss love and education—especially in a higher education setting—is to welcome 

disdain. Even I arched my eyebrows. I honestly do not want to talk about love and education. Love 

is too connected to compassion, and I have compassion fatigue. I am hardened against top-to-

bottom mandates that say I should care more when those same mandates reflect a care-less-attitude 

about what educators and students experience in the classroom. And as an activist-educator-writer, 

I do not believe that simple compassion will resolve the systemic inequality that affects America 

and education in America.   

Freirean love is not compassion. Freirean love is commitment to the students and to the 

work of critical pedagogy. And critical pedagogy requires dialogue, the constant back and forth of 

practice and reflection, and engagement in the construction of self and knowledge. Without this 

dialogue, we fail to know ourselves and why we do what we do. Without this critical dialogue, we 

fail to know our students: who they are, what they know, what they fear, and what they desire. 

And if we do not know our students and their worlds, we cannot help them build knowledge and 

engage with the world.  

At the CTN Ascender Conference, I witnessed and experienced the commitment to 

dialogue, to discussing the world inside and outside the classroom. That is the revolutionary love 

I felt. Presenters and participants not only shared critical theory, statistics, and best practices, but 

they revealed their frustrations, fears, and heartaches. One presenter, a political science professor, 

shared assignments that were both innovative and interesting, but more so impressive was his joy 

– his joy for his subject matter and his joy for his students. Many participants discussed their 

frustration and sense of inadequacy while trying to fight the good fight in a system predetermined 

for failure. Both joy and pain are rooted in love.   
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According to Freire, “If I do not love the world – if I do not love life – if I do not love 

people – I cannot enter into dialogue.” This love for the world, for life, for people was evident at 

the Ascender Conference. It was evident in the dialogue that took place as we shared and gathered 

new knowledge and motivation, so we could go back and communicate with our students and help 

them dialogue, gather new information, and engage with the world. This is critical, liberatory 

education. Our work as educators and students is difficult. We do not have all the answers. There 

are no easy solutions. However, with revolutionary love, as Freire would say, we make the road 

by walking.  

_________ 

Professor Yon Hui Bell teaches INRW Ascender courses at San Antonio College.  
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Reflecting on 10 Years of Catch the Next 

 By Erin Doran, Ed.D. 

I began my journey with Catch the Next (CTN) in 2014 when I was a doctoral student at 

the University of Texas at San Antonio. I was enrolled in a class with a woman who worked at 

Palo Alto College, and who I found out was the advisor for the CTN program on that campus. I 

randomly heard a radio advertisement that Palo Alto College was looking for community mentors 

for the same program, and it all felt like fate. I decided to apply as a community mentor, and I was 

delighted to be selected. 

 Over the years, I’ve met students from all the CTN partner campuses, both past and present. 

I have had the honor to sit in classes and see students who were active and animated with their 

classmates and their instructors. I remember how touched I felt the time I observed a Learning 

Frameworks class on a Friday morning, and upon dismissing the class, the instructor told his 

students, “Be careful out there this weekend, and remember that I love you.” It was a truly touching 

and inspiring moment.  

 In 2015 after I graduated, I increased my interactions with CTN after having met Dr. Maria 

Martha Chavez Brummell. She encouraged me to do research on the program and to attend various 

CTN events. Since then, I have observed and participated in numerous CTN professional 

development events—the multi-day institutes, the monthly webinars, the Leadership Fellows 

retreats. I’ve also had the chance to interact with many community college instructors over the 

years (I was even one myself for several years), but I can’t pinpoint exactly what makes the faculty, 

advisors, administrators, and everyone else within the CTN familia so special. But I will try. 
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A Commitment to Continuous Improvement 

 Committing to teach in CTN is not for the tired and weary. There is a lot of time and effort 

required to thoroughly plan paired or co-requisite courses, to engage with students at the many 

extracurricular events that are held, and to manage all of their other professional and personal 

responsibilities. However, each year, I often see many of the same smiles at the multi-day institutes 

because the instructors want to keep their ideas fresh and to always find out where they can 

improve. It takes a lot of love, a desire to be better, and a passion for education and students that 

keeps them returning. 

 

A Commitment to Growing Families and Communities 

 I recall asking a young woman at Austin Community College how she knew about CTN, 

and she told me that her mother heard about it at her orientation and strongly recommended that 

she participate. Her mother could see the benefits her daughter would reap from being part of the 

campus’s Ascender program. I’ve heard from others that their siblings, cousins, neighbors, and 

other loved ones heard about the Ascender program and enthusiastically recommended it to them. 

At Noche de Familia events I’ve attended, I’ve seen parents, grandparents, siblings, and many 

other relatives and friends attend with their Ascender students to learn about college, financial aid, 

Ascender, and all the benefits of an education.  

 Repeatedly, I’ve heard Dr. Chavez say, “We hope that these students will get their 

associate’s, then their bachelor’s, their master’s, their doctorates, and then return to the 

communities to do good work and give back.” Catch the Next in many ways starts with families—

it engages families, it asks students to think of the Ascender classes as families, and it reminds 

students that they are never alone. They are part of a community—both on-campus and off—where 

they can find support and motivation.  

At no other time was this truer than over the last 18 months as we have been in a state of 

global pandemic. The impact on students and our faculty and staff partners was evident during 

CTN’s May 2020 webinar where participants listened to the experiences of David and Jousie, two 

students from Austin Community College. Those who attended heard about what attracted David 

and Jousie to CTN’s Ascender program on their campus, how the Ascender program helped them 

in their first year of college, and overall, what successes these students had throughout the year. 

They were also asked to talk about how their lives changed due to COVID-19, and based on the 
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questions they received from participants, it was clear that faculty and staff missed having 

interactions with their students and were eager to learn about what they could do to help improve 

their students during a pandemic.  

A large take-away from David and Jousie’s talk was the need for instructors to check in 

with students as much as they could and be prepared to deal with their vulnerability. Both David 

and Jousie talked about how it was helpful for them to know that their instructors were also 

struggling to focus during this time, that they were scared, and that the students and their instructors 

would get through the semester together. This message resonated with the core values that CTN 

espouses, specifically the importance of validating students—not just their identities, but in the 

case of COVID, their struggles as well. 

When I talk to my own students or other audiences about community college teaching, I 

always tell people it’s not for the faint of heart. It requires a tremendous amount of labor in terms 

of mental and emotional energy and time. It is also a labor of love—a love of students and a 

commitment to enacting positive change for communities that are often underserved or 

marginalized in different ways. Nowhere else have I had the honor of observing community 

college faculty and advisors at work than during my time with Catch the Next. As we reflect on 

the first ten years of work, I am excited to see what the next decade has in store for our familia. 

__________ 

Erin Doran is the Director of Research and Evaluation for Catch the Next. 
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Poetry 
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Introduction to the Poetry Section 

As the Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy enters the next phase of its inception as the online 

medium of Catch the Next, Inc., established in 2009, with its noble mission to equip faculty, staff, 

and institutions to increase the educational attainment of Latinos and other underserved 

communities, I am excited to become its next poetry editor with the intention of helping promote 

and expand the journal’s creative outreach to established as well as emerging poets and writers. 

I am a native son of Tejas, graduate of the University of Texas at Austin with a Bachelor 

of Arts in English and a certified teacher with 37 years’ experience, teaching writing at various 

San Antonio secondary schools. I’ve been blessed to have won awards for teaching and recognition 

for my writing as well. Having been nominated for Trinity University’s Prize for Excellence in 

Teaching in 2008 is a special moment in my life including the two ExCEL awards for teaching 

from KENS 5-TV, a CBS affiliate station, an ELLA Award (Exceptional Library Leaders and 

Advocates) in 2018 and the Arts & Letters Awards in 2019 from the friends of the San Antonio 

Public Library system for promoting and advocating poetry and the arts. 

My work has appeared in many journals, anthologies, magazines, books and university 

reviews such as:  The San Antonio Express-News, the Houston Chronicle, the Houston Poetry Fest, 

Voces de la Luna, The Americas Review, The Texas Observer, The Thing Itself Journal (Our Lady 

of the Lake University), Endlessly Rocking: Poems in Honor of Walt Whitman’s 200th Birthday 

(anthology) and the CTN Journal as well. 

My three books of poetry: Ragged Borders, Red Accordion Blues & BloodSongs are 

available from Hijo del Sol Publishing and were recently archived at the Ozuna Learning Center 

& Library at Palo Alto College as well as the San Antonio Public Library’s new Latino Collection.  

In 2918-19, the Department of Arts & Culture of the City of San Antonio, with support 

from Gemini Ink selected my poem, “Song for America V” (Yo Soy San Antonio), as one of 30 

poem/poets to commemorate the City’s Tricentennial anniversary. 

As poetry editor, I will be looking for poems that evoke emotions, not just feeble 

sentimentality; poems that elicit an intelligent response in the reader, not just an angry rant or a 

libelous rave; poems that challenge the status quo, not propagandize; poems that push the 
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boundaries of what we think poetry might be; poems that create art; poems that inspire and affirm 

our place in the world. There’s so much poetry in the world waiting to be  

written, even by you. 

The poets included in this spring issue represent a wide and diverse group among them:  

educators, a poet/community arts activist, a poet/translator/medical professional, an 

author/translator, a geologist-poet formerly from London, England, a community member, a 

Vietnam veteran poet/playwright and a working actress-poet—most who are published authors 

and who have been writing and performing their work for decades. 

And with that in mind, I would like you to meet the men and women chosen for this issue:  

Jacinto Jesús Cardona, published and anthologized poet-award winning educator with 

over 50 years teaching experience, has been inspiring writers of all ages throughout the San 

Antonio community.  I met Jacinto in the late seventies when we were both teachers in the 

Edgewood Independent School District. He was already established in the writing community and 

I was just dipping my toes in the water. Wonderfully gifted and knowledgeable, Jacinto shares this 

with our CTN audience concerning why he writes:  

CONSEJO FROM A WRITING CONEJO 

I write because I like the sound of words like behoove and mezquite. I like to juxtapose Spanish 

and English words like libro breath or biblioteca blues. I like to scribble, to scratch words across 

a blank page or with digital power, mess with the imagery of letters. I like letras y más electrifying 

letras. Writing is paper, pencil, plus potential. Pick a letter any letter and run with it. Writers 

write. 

Alicia Zavala Galvan, pharmacist-poet-translator-author of six collections of poetry, is in 

my estimation, una de las Gran Damas de la Poesia, as I like to call her.  Primarily a bi-

literate/bilingual poet, Alicia has also done work as an editor, artist, and jewelry designer. Her 

greatest activity has centered around the seventeenth-century feminist poet from Mexico, Sor 

Juana Inés Cruz. She has translated poems by the Argentine poet, Alfonsina Storni and the 

contemporary Cuban poet Carilda Oliver Labra, and the Uruguayan Teresa Wilms Montt, this 

includes her research for a project about their lives and her works. 
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When I was making the rounds reading poetry in bars, restaurants, bistros, outdoor gatherings, and 

art galleries, I would often find Alicia among the poets performing her work.  I would see her name 

in flyers in which I was also included, announcing readings throughout the city. It is my pleasure 

to include one of her recent poems—a tribute to her partner, David, who passed away recently.  

Alicia has this to say to CTN readers: 

I began writing a book before I began writing poetry. The book is finished but unpublished, during 

this period of my life I would get an idea, a line, a visual image.  I’d quickly write down with the 

date and time to transcribe at the end of my day.  Poetry has led me through several paths of 

discovery. When I can vocalize the image, my brain sees a rough sketch, and I keep it in the 

subconscious to return to it later. 

 

Ed Cody, a seventy-three-year-old, native Texan, and Vietnam veteran, was a finalist in 

the 2015 “La Voz” de San Antonio competition. His work has been published in the San Antonio 

Express News Poetry Section, Bihl Haus Arts “Artist Respond to Climate Change,” City of San 

Antonio “Art Playing Poetricity Jazz Poetry Project” and the Tyler Texas 2015 InSpirity, “The Art 

of Peace.” He is a member of Voces Cósmicas poetry group.  

Ed and I had the fortune of being selected as 4 poets from the city to perform poetry with a 

professional jazz ensemble fronted by legendary trumpeter, Cecil Carter and the Regency Jazz 

band. Ed Cody’s poetry pulls no punches.  He delivers the line exactly as it says on the page. Blunt 

to the point, no holds barred! 

Ed also hosts an annual poetry event at Deco-Pizzeria in Deco Arts District in San Antonio. Many 

poets from around the city gather to share their poetry before a “live” audience. Ed is the informal 

“Minister of Poetry” for our Voces Cósmicas group at the pizzeria mission. 

Suzanne Green, a geo-scientist, has carved out a space in our community. “Zan’s” work 

brought her to Texas in 1990 from her home in the suburbs of London.  She has written a number 

of poems, inspired by local as well as Texas landscapes, including the Riverwalk area near her 

home in South town. She’s often accompanied by her rescue dog, Timmy.  Her wonderfully 

affirmative and meditative poetry has become a means of exploring and healing and is focused on 

ecology and our responsibility to the planet. Her three books of poetry are part of a sequence she 
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has titled, All Things Holy. I call her our “Eco-poet.” Suzanne had this to say about her poetic 

journey: 

Looking back, it seems fate led me to meet Fernando and his group Voces Cósmicas inside Mad 

Hatters Tea House, one evening in December 2014.  At that time, I was struggling.  With the 

group’s encouragement, and Fernando as a mentor, I started writing.  Each poem was like asking 

a question—and each poem was also another step in an upward direction.  Who knew that seven 

years later, I would have completed four collections of poems that each played a part in my 

recovery.  I would encourage anyone to begin your own journey with writing.  All that is needed 

is the will to begin—and a pen, and paper. 

Susana Nevarez-Marquez is a first generation Tejana.  A member of Voces Cósmicas, her 

poems have been published by VIA's Poetry on the Move, Love Poems to San Antonio, Voices de 

la Luna, Rivard Report, Lone Stars Magazine, Fresh Studies in Rio Grande Valley History and 

several chapbooks. Her stories have appeared in San Antonio Express-News, Tonantzin, Puro 

Conjunto and Chicken Soup for the Soul. Susana has been involved in the local poetry scene for 

several years having performed her work with different performance groups at diverse venues. 

Arturo Mantecón is a poet and literary translator whose poems have appeared in various 

reviews and anthologies. His books of translation include three volumes of the collected works of 

Leopoldo María Panero and selected works by Francisco Ferrer Lerín and Mario Santiago 

Papasquiaro. "Before the Night Comes," a collection of poems by one of his heteronyms, José 

Primitivo Charlevoix, will be published this year by Nomadic Press. Coming soon, from Prickly 

Pear Publishing, will be “El día mas delicioso de mi vida,” a whimsical hybrid collection of poetry 

and prose “dictated” to him by a spirit who claims to be his cousin.  

Arturo, a recent transplant to San Antonio, lived in Sacramento CA, where he claims he worked 

as a government “burro-crat” while writing poetry. 

 Jim LaVilla-Havelin is the author of five books of poems. He is a teacher, a poet, and a 

community arts activist. For nine years now, he has taught at the Cyndi Taylor Krier Juvenile 

Correctional Treatment Center for Gemini Ink’s Partner Program. 

Each year’s session’s work is presented in an anthology, and at all of LaVilla-Havelin’s public 

readings, he reads at least one poem from the Krier writers – voices you would not otherwise hear. 
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In addition, Jim appears every April, during National Poetry Month, on Trinity University’s Jazz 

station 91.7 FM to promote a weeklong celebration of poetry inviting poets from the city and the 

community to share their love of poetry and jazz. I’ve been fortunate to have been invited to 

read/perform some of my jazz poems live on the air with Jim along with background music 

provided by the legendary jazz bassist, George Prado. 

Liz Vera is a San Antonio native bilingual actress, artist and poet who has appeared in 

films, TV Series, commercials, print ads and theater. Made her theatrical debut at the Guadalupe 

Theater in the play (Chato’s Bridge). Made her Austin Shakespeare debut in Lorca's Cante Jundo 

(Deep Song). Plays the role of Anam in the feature film Cuerpo. Vera is part of the cast to the 

Series Joaquin which is currently on Iron Dragon TV, part of the cast in the film These Hands 

Were Made for Knockn' as Alma DeLeon McCannon, has multiple poetry publications with Jazz 

Poets of San Antonio, Voices de la Luna and Voces Cósmicas. Liz is a member of Voces Cósmicas 

poetry group in San Antonio. The most recent commercial airing is for Community First Health 

Plans Un Plan, Una Comunidad. Vera is a published poet, is featured in "Poesia en Aztlan” for 

National Poetry Month.  

Liz reminds us: 

I had lost touch with myself for so many years; writing was a thing of the past. The desire was 

there waiting to begin again, but now as an adult, I realized I needed to get back into the writing 

mode. I have embraced each step along the way which has helped me grow in my work and as a 

person. In doing so, I have realized—and that goes with every avenue you desire, have a passion 

and a dream for—always follow what's inside. Find your own voice; you never know where the 

journey will take you. Know that you are destined to do great things. Leave a legacy, find your 

voice, the rest will follow. 

I hope hearing from the writers in this issue brings you a fresh perspective and a broader 

appreciation and understanding of what being a writer demands. If you feel the call, listen to your 

heart and write the poem.
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In closing, I would like to add that I’ve been active and involved in the poetry scene since 

the nineties.  I’ve been fortunate to meet and work with countless poets/writers from across the 

state as well as nationally acclaimed poets.  Writing has opened many doors and provided countless 

opportunities for me.  I hope to add another dimension to the CTN journal during the next phase 

of my journey. Adelante y buen provecho! 

__________ 

Fernando Esteban Flores, 

Journal of Ideas and Pedagogy Poetry Section Editor 
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Xixipini 

Jacinto Jesús Cardona  

(from the Náhuatl meaning the sound of drizzle) 

 

Under the shade of a mezquite I plop  

my typewriter mi máquina de escribir 

on the table father made with his hand saw  

hence the uneven legs  

 

years later out of the blue he would ask me  

if I knew what a mince pie was  

plop plop Plotonius plop mezquite pods  

fall on dry sod  

 

as I plod on with my tiquitiqui 

passing clouds break out in laughter 

that’s okay because clouds know  

 

a thing or two about el chipi chipi  

el xixipini de la vida the drop drop  

the clack clack the drizzle of drudgery 
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Saturday Morning Molino Madness 

Jacinto Jesús Cardona 

 

El nortecito arrives 

adiós summer heat 

 

no freezing artic blast  

just enough coolness  

 

for boxes of tightly  

packed tomates aguacates  

 

and c’est c’est bon cebollas  

stacked against the yellow  

 

walls of Los Reyes Molino  

where the lines are ten deep  

 

for barbacoa  

tortillas and Big Red 

 

it’s Saturday morning  

molino madness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jacinto Jesús Cardona was born in Palacios, Texas but grew up in Alice the Hub of South Texas. His 

poetry book, Pan Dulce is a tribute to his Tex Mex experience, his chapulinguistics. His poem “Bato Con 

Khakis” was selected for performance by the New York City Symphony Space. Cardona is an English 

teacher at Incarnate Word High School and Trinity University Upward Bound Program in San Antonio, 

Texas. Jacinto is a longstanding member of Voces Cósmicas. 
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Canicas 

Ed Cody 

 

Summertime in the barrio  

Marbles reign 

Two aggies, three cats’ eyes and a shooter 

Escaped the Keepsies  

Of last year’s arena 

Reside in an old sock,  

Anxious to be freed 

Waiting for redemption,  

Eager to strike true 

A circle of scraped dirt anywhere  

Awaits 

The old and new gladiators  

Have gathered 

Last year’s winner draws the line 

   For all to heed 

Aggies and Cats’ Eyes,  

Huddled in the circles center 

Joined quickly by marbles 

   Encountered before 

Lag closest to La Raya determines shooting order 

Crown Royal bag with golden drawstring  

Slowly opens 

Magnificent, shiny, one-inch tall, crimson colored orb  

Appears  

Protests howling through the humid morning air  

Enter the circle 

Round and round, swirl through Canicas 

Waiting to be won 

Amid a frenzied cacophony of chaos  

The season begins 

 

Ed Cody, a seventy-three-year-old, native Texan, Vietnam Veteran, was a finalist in the 2015 “La Voz” de 

San Antonio competition. Cody has published in the San Antonio Express News Poetry Section, Bihl Haus 

Arts “Artist Respond to Climate Change”, City of San Antonio “stArt Playing Poetricity Jazz Poetry 

Project” and the Tyler Texas 2015 InSpirity, “The Art of Peace.” He is a member of Voces Cósmicas poetry 

group. "Tu voto es tu voz". 
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Kokopelli 

Alicia Zavala Galván 

 

You once told me 

“Remember me when you see this figure” 

 

In that photo of you pointing 

to a mischievous smile  

of delight on your face 

is a small metal figure in the background 

dancing and playing the flute  

 

Since that last week in May 

three days before the month ended 

his music flows at night 

I sit in the shadows  

observe him 

Dancing always  

Playing music always 

 

Perhaps one night 

you will visit me 

from that third dimension 

sit next to me  

so we can listen to him together 

Music that originated  

inside caves of life, love and joy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alicia Zavala Galván, primarily a bi-literate/bilingual poet, has published six collections of poetry, most 

of it in a bilingual format. Much of her literary and scholarly works as an independent scholar have centered 

on the seventh century Mexican poet nun Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz and have presented in both English and 

Spanish before popular and academic audiences in the United States, Mexico, South America, Central 

America and Canada.  Alicia is a member of Voces Cósmicas. 

http://www.aliciazgalvan.com/
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I Asked River 

Suzanne Green 

 

Years went by with 

unanswered questions 

I asked River but she 

simply kept on singing 

 

Got older—my mind’s 

chatter slowed—and soon 

I began to notice— 

 

two red dragonflies locked 

in an act of love—shaped 

like a perfect heart  

 

and young sunflowers— 

dependent on the hour 

will change their angle of tilt 

 

and quieter still—noticed  

the old pecan tree’s yellows 

let go of its branches 

and landed  

where I’m standing 

 

I asked River 

Am I a leaf as well 

And River did 

what she’s always done 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suzanne “Zan” Green’s work brought her to Texas in 1990, from her home in the suburbs of London.  She 

has written a number of poems, inspired by the local Texas landscapes, including the Riverwalk area near 

her home in Southtown. She’s often accompanied by her rescue dog, Timmy.  Her poetry has become a 

means of exploring and healing.  She is a member of Voces Cósmicas. 
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What I’ve Learned from my Students in Juvenile Detention 

Jim Lavilla-Havelin 

 

something about fairness, though I’m not exactly sure what 

the impenetrability of language for some from whom  

  voice has been stolen 

anger the fountain of words 

arbitrariness and the fury it engenders 

how kindness and caring become part of the place’s 

  mixed message 

how my flag of solidarity waving from the sixties tatters 

  in the face of this 

some students’ unbending sense of self 

and some destroyed 

that the whistle rattle song of the razor wire is not one 

  they hear or listen to, no matter 

  how vivid it is to those of us 

  who walk out under it  

nine years long enough to be meeting the younger  

  brothers and sisters of  

  my first students 

and finally, finally after all this time, the bridge of 

  sitting  

  WITH   

   Them 
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Their Hairs 

Jim Lavilla-Havelin 

(from Sandra Cisneros’ HOUSE ON MANGO STREET) 

 

Ruby’s hair escapes the clip 

 and slips over the sides of her face 

 in twin arcs. 

Dez’s hair, head tilted to attend to Ruby,  

 is piled and thick, a great bear’s 

 matted fur. 

Kaiya’s broccoli top, pulled, corn-rows leading upward, 

 tight, lifts her face, It is the do of aspiration, 

 the hair of hope. 

Isaiah’s hair, shaved at the sides and atop – every which way 

 ends – mini dreads all seeking. 

 A bunch or more of decisions. 

While Cain’s hair, straight-cut, a clean line, not a bowl or monk cut, but 

 severe, all falls from the center. 

De’Maurius’ hair is a tangled forest, fulsome, wondrous, lost in it – 

 the words which only sometimes tumble out. It is the hair 

 of someone with an apostrophe in his name. 

Alexis’ hair straggles out – colors change, she hides in it , but then 

 fireworks burst at the side of her head. 

Ethan, gone to the free, so his is hair memory, close cropped, a helmet 

 for battles ahead. 

Mine – the only silver, mine. 

And Miller, the guard, she is here too - pulled back from her forehead, 

 not tightly, not severe, but leaves the unfurrowed plain of  

 forehead on which to draw delight, despair, or even boredom. 
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Can Poetry Save Us? 

Jim Lavilla-Havelin 

 

words 

thrown against the walls 

and wires  

  what else to do? 

 

change in the world 

is about being and 

believing  

it 

     starts 

                 in words 

 

when words work 

when they are given 

the weight and will they have 

when they are not turned 

as tools or toys to mesmerize  

 

when words crack concrete 

grow through it, rise 

risen, rose 

into light 

we know 

 

and pass it on 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jim LaVilla-Havelin is the author of five books of poems. He is a teacher, a poet, and a community arts 

activist. For nine years now he has taught at the Cyndi Taylor Krier Juvenile Correctional Treatment Center 

for Gemini Ink’s Partner Program.  Each year’s session’s work is presented in an anthology, and at all of 

LaVilla-Havelin’s public readings, he reads at least one poem from the Krier writers – voices you would 

not otherwise hear. 
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The Ritual of Masa 

Susana Nevarez-Marquez 

 

 

She began with the humming –  

a low, throaty voice – ranchera, 

then the words 

llenos de dolor 

apenados de recuerdos.  

Lola Beltran sin fama. 

Los mariachis silencios. 

The acappella solo of her voice 

thick with remembering. 

 

When the choir in her head silenced, 

a deep breath, a metamorphosis to a sigh. 

Then, she spoke to me, 

“Me saca la masa de la hielera.” 

Quiet, authoritative direction,  

love intrinsically breathed 

into vowels and consonants. 

parental, 

formal. 

 

I commenced 

my solemn walk to the cocina 

as if to prepare the vessels 

of Holy Communion. 

En la hielera, sat the masa 

wrapped in its holy linen. 

 

Filled with purpose, I opened the door 

and removed the package from its sacred corner. 

With solemn reverence, I gently 

set the masa on its altar, 

the palote ready to roll across the carved and nicked tabla. 

 

Here, the holy bread prepared. 

Here, the holy bread sacrificed to the hot comal. 
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Here, the holy bread to feed  

bellies and souls and hearts 

at the next supper. 

Blessed and served, 

like Holy Communion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Susana Nevarez-Marquez is a first generation Tejana.  A member of Voces Cósmicas, her poems have been 

published by VIA's Poetry on the Move, Love Poems to San Antonio, Voices de la Luna, Rivard Report, 

Lone Stars Magazine, Fresh Studies in Rio Grande Valley History and several chapbooks. Her stories have 

appeared in San Antonio Express-News, Tonantzin, Puro Conjunto and Chicken Soup for the Soul.  Susana 

is a member of Voces Cósmicas. 
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Alfred Arteaga 

Arturo Mantecón 

 

 

Homage to a great scholar and poet who, as his poor heart fluttered into darkness, entered into poetic 

dialog with both Wittgenstein and Nezahualcoyotl. The man was, as French philosopher Gilles Deleuze 

said "among those rare poets who are able to raise or shape a new language within their language." 

 

We could talk about how his heart was taught the secrets of the serpent’s tail. 

We could confer hours incalculable upon the small chamber that holds 

the ultimately unknowable blue bed embodied within his very core 

and how our own beetle and bug infested poor mats and cots and bags of straw 

of incommunicable colors compare. 

Instead…instead let us talk about his eyes and how they see the things they see, 

and let us talk about them for one minute and 50 seconds. 

 

He sees, as did Plato and his gadfly mouthpiece… 

a breath, a flux, a fiery pneuma shoots forth from the black-centered 

rainbows of his eyes… 

this jet of flame meets in mid-sun the streaming eidola issuing 

from the contours of the apple, the naked woman, the far-off mountain, 

the morning and the evening star… 

and this visual current, this tes opsis rheuma, flows back through the all-devouring 

void of his eyes to touch and impinge upon the wax of his soul. 

 

He sees, he IS, 

as is every man and woman, 

the quincunx of red and black and white and yellow and green, 

los colores del maiz, the five directions of our flower-loving fathers. 

 

And he understands the world juste comme Stendhal a compris le monde 

—le rouge et le noir, day and night, hot and cold, 

rich and poor, sweet and bitter 

the thing in and of itself and the thing perceived, 

day and night, the living and the dead. 

And though he loves the Red Venus, he does not fear the Black, 

for he knows that backward-footed Xolotl will guide him to his peace 

across the river of nine waters, through Mictlan itself 

and on to the misty green eden of Tlalocan. 

And here and there he will write in the inks of East and West 
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sus poemas de felices opuestos, 

taking, with cochineal fingertips, the blooms ecstatic and open, 

withered and sere, petal and stem, pistil and stamen, 

for the flower songs that will ever perfume 

sus aires crisóstomos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arturo Mantecón is a poet and literary translator whose poems have appeared in various reviews and 

anthologies. His books of translation include three volumes of the collected works of Leopoldo María 

Panero and selected works by Francisco Ferrer Lerín and Mario Santiago Papasquiaro. "Before the Night 

Comes" a collection of poems by one of his heteronyms, José Primitivo Charlevoix, will be published this 

year by Nomadic Press. Arturo is a member of Voces Cósmicas. 
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On Edge 

Liz Vera 

 

With the world on edge we need a rain 

of hope to set us free have peace from 

this circus that comes every four years 

every hundred years to put the world 

on edge and who knows what dangerous 

endeavors we will face in the wet street 

lights when you drive by only to see more 

lost hopeless souls without a place to go 

With the world on edge this circus continues 

all you hear is either I voted did you vote but 

really I ask will it make a difference because 

either way words are words promises are 

promises and without action following through 

there is a sky falling creates a domino affect 

until that brother/sister who is watching wants to 

put in more than their two cents that one day 

it will make sense instead of debating amongst 

each other we unite nos unimos so that together 

para que juntos algún día llegaremos al paraíso 

and one day it will all make sense to say that 

this time when the World is on edge we 

finally hit a home run...With the World on Edge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liz Vera, bilingual actress, model & poet, made her theatrical debut at the Guadalupe Theater in the play 

(Chato's Bridge).  Liz appears in the feature film “Cuerpo” as Anam and in the film “These Hands Were 

Made for Knockn'” as Alma DeLeon McCannon. Vera is featured in "Poesía en Aztlan” for National Poetry 

Month 2020.  
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Book Reviews 
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How Scholars Write 

By Aaron Ritzenberg and Sue Mendelsohn 

New York: Oxford University Press, 2021. 

pp. 352; ISBN:  9780190095840 

Reviewed by M. R. Moreno 

In most colleges and universities, the initial drive for potential scholars to advance in their 

respective fields is ultimately tied to their ability to do research and document their findings in a 

competent, academic voice. Writing and publishing in academia has always been a daunting 

experience, even for those fortunate to have published.  At the onset, when researchers and 

practitioners submit their research work to online journals, scholarly venues, even trade 

publications, and receive rejections, these potential scholars may experience defeat and grievous 

feelings of ignorance, oftentimes leading to avoidance of the writing challenge that requires 

scholarly competence in their chosen career paths.  

Although community colleges and universities do not require publication for advancement, 

publication is an opportunity to exhibit scholarly credentials as a sign of competence, exhibition 

of additional knowledge in the field, and publication is an indicator of excellence beyond the norm. 

Some potential scholars may encounter fear, denial, anger, depression, and the bargaining up to 

acceptance of their lack of experience, but persistence is a key ingredient in the ability to re-think 

the writing process.   

One of the challenges that come with demonstrating writing competence is the ability to 

understand how knowledge production is selected and developed in chosen disciplines and the 

fortitude to design a logical approach, so the project is clear, direct, and competently focused.  The 

challenge of writing and creating knowledge production also comes in the role as a business 

practitioner and researcher. Writing in any given discipline is cumbersome. Even with experienced 

learners coming out of graduate school, the degree of writing competence comes with challenges.  

Why?  Because academics requires a level of new knowledge to show competence as a potential 

scholar. Academics also requires a genuine interest in respective fields, the ability to demonstrate 

writing in a conversive way to communicate multiple lenses to issues, and an exchange of 

knowledge with fellow practitioners and scholars through writing and research publications.  

In academia as well in corporate cultures, I receive requests from both academics and 

corporate stakeholders to examine their programs and help in identifying and understanding 
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fundamental issues, or the root of problems, and possible solutions or claims.  The process of 

identifying fundamental issues may be intimidating, but many potential scholars have passed 

through the gauntlet of editorial scrutiny many times before in their career goals while researching 

and presenting data. Similarly, in academia as well in corporate cultures, the process of identifying 

fundamental issues may be intimidating in targeting new markets and making knowledge 

accessible to other practitioners.  

Two writing practitioners and scholars themselves have produced practical guidelines. In 

How Scholars Write, Ritzenberg and Mendelsohn created a template in the psychology of the 

writing: dispelling myths and providing a toolbox of techniques to solve the challenges of getting 

the writing done.  Their foundational advice begins with the understanding that potential scholars 

do not know what they do not know from the inception, but begin gathering empirical evidence to 

completion, evaluating gaps in their literature review, and taking meticulous consideration as 

scholars examine their purpose, question their approach, and review their references.   

How Scholars Write includes 16 tightly written chapters that provide ample examples and 

guidance for undergraduates, graduate students and scholar practitioners who need a primer to 

sharpen their writing and research skills. How Scholars Write is also a template with guidelines to 

understanding the writing project, crafting the art in conversing over a problem using scholarly 

tone, asserting claims, managing sources, in addition to how knowledge production is maintained 

and reviewed.   

In most project challenges, I have observed potential scholars get stuck in minutia rather 

than use a strategic overview to complete a given task. As a mentor teaching scholar practitioners, 

I have asked colleagues working on writing projects to describe their experience and strategies to 

overcome mental roadblocks and false starts. During scholar workshops with authors, scholars, 

and learners alike, I’ve asked the quintessential question:  How did you start your writing? What 

came easy for you? What was challenging or difficult? What actions will you take to change the 

process?  

Although their answers may provide some insight, often the responses concern the 

mechanics of writing rather than the methodology on how to maintain a scholarly tone and 

“conversation,” as the authors describe in How Scholars Write. Unfortunately, some potential 

scholars will frequently complete their draft without detailed revision, neglecting the opportunity 

to challenge the root cause of the research problem, or seek recognized scholar reviewers in their 
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respective domains. Another challenge I’ve observed is that scholars believe their last work is their 

best work, perhaps, because of a lack of understanding of alternative views thus limiting 

“conversations” with other scholars and ceasing any further writing.  

Both Mendelsohn and Ritzenberg are Co-Directors of Columbia University’s Writing 

Center and illustrate how the craft of writing requires a mindset that shifts into the writing process 

as a “conversation” detailing “the way that researchers respond to one another through scholarship. 

They note the names of scholars that appear repeatedly. They ask, ‘Who are the established voices 

and who are the emerging voices?’” (6).  In short, the authors demystify key scholarly terms with 

a quick, easy-to-understand craft of writing.   

Critics may conclude that the process is not so linear or simplistic. But I strongly 

recommend this book for instructors and scholars.  How Scholars Write is an all-encompassing 

roadmap to the writing process.  The authors demonstrate what is imperative to the scholar 

practitioner and provide guidelines for potential scholars to strategically solve the mapping of 

doable projects, moving from observations to claims, detecting of pitfalls and using time savers, 

to reconcile courage and empowerment!  The approaches mirror the corporate mindset and deploys 

similar business solutions. A corporate leader challenges and addresses a business problem, which 

requires reconciling or resolving with alternative approaches.  The leader then collaborates with 

initial stakeholders and applies research through self-reflection with probing questions. The 

corporate mindset is strikingly the same as scholar-practitioners because they both hear themselves 

answering questions aloud, and if successful, their session ends with the quintessential “Aha!” 

moment.  Changing the mindset is key in getting the writing done.  

__________ 

Margo Moreno D.B.A. is a corporate consultant and adjunct professor for Alamo Colleges 

and other private universities across the United States. 
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Reflection Between the Drafts  

By L. Lennie Irvin  

Peter Lang Publishing 

pp. 184; ISBN-13: 978-1433174575 

1st edition (September 2, 2020) 

Reviewed by Matilda Staudt 

 

In college English composition courses, it is not uncommon to assign students short self-

reflections.  In fact, after completing a unit in my class, I’ve always assigned students to write 

about their experiences at the culmination of an assignment. After they have submitted their final 

drafts of their thesis statements, I will require a short, self-reflection essay answering typical 

reflection questions: What came easy for you? What was challenging or difficult? And what do 

you plan on doing differently for upcoming assignments?  

Although their answers may render insight or revelations about their learning process, 

students are able to easily provide flippant or simple responses that may lack depth, such as, “I 

learned that I need to spend more time on writing and not procrastinate,” or “I need to remember 

that I cannot use the word ‘you.’” Requiring a minimum word count could help reduce shallow 

answers, but it is challenging to assess “real learning” when students are only asked to reflect once 

for an assignment.  

Wisdom teaches us to observe students who often view final draft reflections as “one-and-

done” assignments, neglecting the opportunity to provide meaningful or deep self-reflection. 

(Perhaps these inconsequential student-responses may occur because I only assign one self-

reflection after each student has submitted a final draft.) Another common practice in English 

composition courses is to assign an end-of-the-term reflection for a submitted portfolio: same 

issue, same assignment instructions, and perhaps the same superficial responses from students.  

Quite refreshing and striking is Lennie Irvin’s book Reflection Between the Drafts. More 

refreshing is the fact that Lennie Irvin is a community college professor who has written about a 

book that speaks academically and professionally to other instructors in the trenches.  He 

intricately breaks down the value of having students write multiple reflections for each essay 

assignment during the writing process. He posits that “real learning” can be observed through a 

series of carefully planned reflections for each essay, assigned at different stages of the writing 
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process. To illustrate, after draft #1 of an essay is due, students are asked to participate in a peer-

review activity. Subsequently, students are asked to write another reflection on their experience 

during the peer-review process, and they are asked to reflect on their draft #1 to discuss and 

examine areas for improvement. Next comes draft #2 of said essay. The cycle is repeated: peer 

review and another reflection. Irvin has his students complete this essay cycle for each essay 

assignment.  

And yet the process is not as simplistic or crude. Instead, Professor Irvin in this well-

reasoned book takes the time to thoroughly explain the theory of in-between-reflections. He walks 

readers through several student drafts and explains clearly how “real learning” can be observed. 

These in-between-drafts provide faculty with students’ “Aha!” (or Eureka) moments. They 

illustrate the value of slowing down to have students view writing as a process, not an end.  “Within 

these written reflections, writers constantly interpret, transform, and confirm their conceptions of 

the current text on the page …”.  

Professor Irvin also provides two research studies based on his dissertation and a 

replication study. The student examples derive from experiences at both a large university and a 

community college. His chapter titled “A Theory of Reflection” is the longest chapter because it 

labors to explain both the theoretical and pedagogical anchoring of his book. In this illuminating 

chapter, Levin explains the distinction between several concepts, such as “essay success” versus 

the “idea of essay success,” and the “ideal text/writer” versus the “real/text writer.” Although the 

author may be splitting nomenclature labeling, it is thoroughly essential to get the definitions 

down. Irvin also writes, “As concepts, the views held by writers of both their text and their goals 

are malleable, and when writers articulate a realization (a ‘coming to know’), they express a change 

or confirmation in their concepts” (21).  

This book offers illuminating insight into the power of reflections between drafts. Irvin 

writes, “students’ problem-solve more fixed issues within their between-the-draft reflections, and 

solving these issues is equally important for writers’ ultimate success with the writing piece” (21). 

All English Composition faculty have heard repeatedly of the great benefits of having students 

think about their thinking in practicing metacognition. Professor Irvin argues, however, that: “We 

believe students must engage in reflection in order to change and grow, yet little is known about 

what happens for students when they reflect” (4).  
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It is at this juncture when Irvin’s book reveals what happens when students reflect. Aristotle 

said, “It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it.” 

And Irvin here encourages his readers to push students to produce multiple self-reflections during 

a writing process, instead of the “one-and-done” reflection, to realize short-comings, recognize 

areas for improvement, and re-think their perception of what it means to effectively communicate. 

It is through consistent self-reflection, within one single essay assignment, that students can 

“entertain a thought without accepting it” to not only improve their final draft, but to genuinely 

learn how to successfully compose an academic essay.  

I strongly recommend this book for English Composition instructors. Between-the-Draft 

Reflections deserve a standing “place at the table” in the writing process. Alongside all the other 

steps in the writing process, I believe that Between-the-Draft Reflections equally has merit, if not 

more, in students’ writing practices. The lessons learned in this primer for draft reflections will 

push students to take ownership of their own learning by strategically problem-solving or self-

assessing their drafts.  

I would even argue further that the book is closely aligned with psychological therapy 

sessions: patient enters the therapy session with a problem or issue that needs solving, therapist 

guides patient through self-reflection with probing or prompt questions, patient hears herself 

answering questions aloud, and, if successful, the session may end with a “Eureka!” moment. It is 

the same with reflections between the drafts—without the therapy bill.  

________ 

Matilda Staudt is a tenured member of the English Department at Palo Alto College and 

past President of the Palo Alto College Senate Faculty in the Alamo Colleges District.



 

 


